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No gain without
a little pain
A tax rate of 67.5% is part of an economist’s plan
to stem excessive inequality, finds Danny Dorling
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e are currently in the midst
of a transformation.
Economic inequalities
between many countries are
falling. Growth is stagnating in
rich nations while in many poorer
countries incomes continue to
rise. At the same time, inequalities
within many countries are rising.
We may be witnessing a metamorphic change in which overall
inequalities remain stable, but
soon the poorest will no longer
live tens of thousands of kilometres away from the richest.
In rich countries, especially in
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the already most unequal of rich
countries, the pressure is to
increase the rewards to so-called
highly skilled labour, including
those who hold the most capital.
Precariousness is rising and
middle-income standards of living
fall. Those at the bottom in
unequal affluent societies are
seeing the safety nets beneath
them evaporate.
François Bourguignon is former
chief economist of the World
Bank. Warnings that were being
written just a dozen years ago, by
the most obscure analysts and
anarchists on the fringe of
academic writing and in the grey
media, are now routinely made in
the mainstream. This book is
written in calm prose, but its
message is urgent: continue as we
are and poverty will grow on our
doorsteps. Many of us will be the

new losers. As the author puts it:
“the negative consequences of
excessive inequality cannot be
over-emphasized”.
Rising inequalities within
countries is blamed on exogenous
economic forces, including the
expansion of international trade
and technological progress. Bourguignon presents the economic
policies and institutional reforms
within any given country as having
been of only secondary importance. The inequality between
countries is shown to have steadily
fallen from the 1990s onwards,
while inequality within countries
has risen relentlessly, with the
internal division growing faster
during 2008-10 than at any time
earlier. More recent comparable
data is not yet available for 92 per
cent of the planet’s population.
We still have a long way to go
before inequalities within countries dwarf those between them.
The richest 600 million people on
earth enjoy an average income of
$25,000 (£17,000) a year, more
than 90 times the purchasing
power equivalent of the typical
member of the poorest
600 million, who is (only just)
surviving on $270 a year. Even in
Brazil, one of the most unequal
large countries in the world, that
ratio is almost half as small, but
it is still a staggering 50-fold
difference.
Between the very richest
15 nations and the very poorest
15 the gap is growing; the GDP
of the very richest rose by 10 times
the income of the very poorest
between 1990 and 2008, as Bourguignon points out. These statistics
ignore the income and wealth of
the very richest 1 per cent,
0.1 per cent and 0.01 per cent of
the population. For this last tiny
fraction, even in relatively equitable France inequalities have
“skyrocketed”, he observes, when
the share taken by the best-off
3,000 families is compared with
that of the poorest half of the
population between 1998 and
2007. Within China, the Gini coefficient of wealth inequality rose by
almost 10 percentage points
between 1995 and 2002. As
Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner might
have put it today: money, money
everywhere and not a cent to share.
The statistics are astounding.
So much has become so much
worse, so recently. All kinds of
remedies are proposed and examined [here?]. Many of these relate
to improving educational opportunities for the poor through to

the more effective taxation of the
rich. It is lamented that UK politicians were unable to prevent their
country’s already low top rate of
income tax being reduced from
50 per cent to 45 per cent by
George Osborne, the chancellor, in
2012. Bourguignon proposes
income tax rates of 67.5 per cent
for the best-off 1 per cent in the
UK and US. These are described as
both confiscatory and necessary –
along with higher wealth taxes.
Who else is there left to now
speak out? In the wake of presidents and popes, princes and
prophets, former World Bank
chief economists are joining the
clamour. When the time comes
there will be hardly anyone left to
oppose what has to happen.
Reductions in inequality and
increases in taxation are almost
always vehemently opposed and
almost always accepted as sensible
and reasonable within a few years
of being adopted. But our collective memory is losing the struggle
against forgetting. We forget when
last we reduced inequalities
worldwide. We forget the time
before that, and the time before
that…it has always been possible.
Danny Dorling is Halford
Mackinder professor of
geography, University of Oxford,
and author, most recently, of
Inequality and the 1% (2014).
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A

lthough Sixties street fights
between mods and rockers
were prone to violence when
someone was pushed through a
shop window, the fracas between

Movement poets such as Philip
Larkin and those from the Group
such as Thom Gunn, incited by
Observer poetry critic Al Alvarez,
drew more actual blood. If
rockers were bikers and mods
rode Vespas, Movement poets
preferred restraint over excess
while the Group courted danger
to the point of self-destruction.
William Wootten here examines the conflicting “emotional
styles” that characterised poetry
of the 1950s and 1960s, along
with the extraordinary influence
of Alvarez’s introduction to
the influential 1962 anthology
The New Poetry, “Beyond the
Gentility Principle”. In large part
Alvarez not only promoted the
reputations of Sylvia Plath and
Ted Hughes but also created a
taste for “poetry of extremes”
that scorned the provincialism of
the previous generation.
More rivalrous than comradely,
writers from both camps nevertheless shared Shelley’s belief that
poets were unacknowledged legislators of the world, with contesting tastes signifying that poetry
actually matters. With this in
mind, Wootten’s assessments of
individual poems entail meticulous comparisons supported by
careful close reading. However,
on the ultimate question of which
side produced the greater art he is
usually magisterial, preferring a
mediating role.
With Alvarez’s sensibility as a
touchstone for discussing broad
societal transformations in postwar Britain, Wootten contextualises the momentous underlying
cultural changes embodied in the
new aesthetics. He also reminds
us that although Freud did not
endorse id drives over the rational
ego, popularisation of his theories
authorised poets to explore their
own aberrant mental states in
pursuit of “authenticity”, “sincerity” and “seriousness”.
Seriousness, as defined by
Alvarez, was evinced in the poet’s
willingness to face the full range
of his emotional experience rather
than looking the other way.
Gentility, in contrast, perpetuates
a view that life is orderly and that
emotions and habits are generally
decent and within conscious
control, depending heavily on
repressing the libido in favour of
upholding convention.
“Beyond the Gentility Principle” was the manifesto that
Plath had been awaiting, but it
raises the question of how far the
transgressions Alvarez advocated

are justified in the service of art.
Instinctively drawn to explorations of her own psychology,
poems such as Lady Lazarus and
Daddy fully answered Alvarez’s
call to violate decorum.
While denying the connection
between extreme art and suicide,
Alvarez nevertheless expressed
misgivings over whether “the way
we turned rashness and despair
into literary principle [had] egged
on” Plath’s suicide. Although
some have compared Alvarez to a
bloodthirsty crowd goading
(metaphorical) jumpers including
Plath, John Berryman and
Victoria Forest-Thomson,
Wootten argues against reading
back into the poems for clues of
eventual suicide, ignoring
personal distress.
Exonerating Alvarez, Wootten
rightly sees the poems themselves
as the central concern. He also
rejects the common accusation
that Plath misappropriated the
experience of concentration camp
victims by equating her emotional
suffering with theirs – because
Alvarez, himself a Jew, was not
offended. Had he read Plath’s
unpublished letters to her mother,
where she repeatedly refers to
Hughes’ parents as “skinflint
Yorkshire jew-bastards”, Alvarez
might have felt differently.
Much to Wootten’s credit, he
avoids entering into the controversy over the Plath/Hughes
marriage. Nevertheless, Plath’s
acolytes can take solace in
Wootten’s characterising Hughes’
poem Dreamers as “deeply
unpleasant and racist” and the
collection Crow as exhibiting
Hughes’ “quasi-fascist tendency”.
Making obsolete literary battles
compelling, even when they
include physical violence, is never
easy. A book focused on “seriousness” permits few opportunities
for levity – in this case just one:
referring to a minor poet “whose
decision to quit poetry for advertising cannot be greatly regretted”.
In The Battle of the Books,
Jonathan Swift pulled it off
because he was fully partisan.
Much as The Alvarez Generation
is a work of unquestionable scholarship, its dark subject matter
includes too much actual aggression for the playfulness that makes
enjoying Swift’s imaginative recreation of literary warfare still
enjoyable 350 [311?] years later.
Richard J. Larschan is emeritus
professor of English, University of
Massachusetts-Dartmouth.
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hy should moral values
uniquely prevail over all
others, asks the philosopher Susan Wolf throughout this
collection of her papers spanning
33 years. In the Dutch still life
reproduced on the book’s cover,
the full? goblet, half-eaten, raisindisgorging pies and mould-gathering spirals of lemon peel were
probably meant, says Wolf, as
a Calvinist reminder of how
transient are the “lower pleasures” of food, drink and sex.
Glistening with light and reflections, however, wine, pewter,
pastry and fruit also convey, in
loving meticulousness, the
succulent beauty of corruptible
things, forming a costly work of
art. To this ambivalent “variety
of values”, Wolf emphatically
responds “It’s all good”;
whereas, paradoxically, being a
“moral saint” is not.
Advocating a pluralism of
values, Wolf criticises the dominance in moral philosophy of
utilitarianism and Kantianism,
each of which, in its own way,
requires us to “adopt as our sole
standard of action that which will
be best for the world as a whole”.
They thereby sidestep the nonmoral values of creativity, selffulfilment and whole-hearted love,
except insofar as these promote
the general happiness, or respect
reason. But surely, she says, “we
are required…to do something for
the world but not everything”.
We do not, and should not, love
friends only to the extent that
they are part of the general good.
This might sound familiar, and
Wolf does indeed discuss Bernard

Williams’ famous remark that the
utilitarian who has to calculate
amounts of general happiness
before rescuing his wife, rather
than a stranger, has “one thought
too many”.
However, her own challenge to
impartial morality, Wolf claims,
goes beyond that of other philosophers, who present self-interest
and self-fulfilment as the only
alternatives to moral motives. She
stresses the importance of nonmoral values in giving our lives
meaning and as doing so precisely
because they are healthily external
to us and intrinsically valuable,
independent of our own arbitrary,
subjective valuations. We don’t
love an opera only commensurately with the pleasure it gives us.
“Meaning arises when subjective
attraction meets objective attractiveness.” Meaningfulness, like
love, often conflicts with happiness, but both are nonetheless
desirable. We don’t love an
abstract quality (kindness, beauty)
through, or in, a person or
artwork. If we did, then a person
or painting that possessed a superior version of the quality would
be preferable. Rather, we love the
unique specificity of that attribute
so intrinsic to him or it, in the
way she or it embodies it. Ideally
we love others with the “loving
attention” Dexter gives Tracy in
the film The Philadelphia Story,
not despite but with their flaws.
And isn’t it rightly human to
favour those we love?
But how do we decide when
morality is permissibly trumped
by love’s partiality? Wolf acknowledges this difficulty. She herself
would not jump the queue for
her husband’s liver transplant, she
says; but that is hardly a helpful
gauge for other people in a similar
predicament. As for adjudicating
the claims of self-fulfilment,
for instance the paedophile who
pleads that his life lacks meaning
unless he molests children,
Wolf thinks she can refute him
by saying that his life would still
be meaningless if he did, which
seems glib and unconvincing.
Maybe, though, this open-endedness befits her pluralism. Anyway,
the criticism that a moral theory
doesn’t tell us when and how
to apply it applies to all moral
theories.
Jane O’Grady is visiting lecturer
in the philosophy of psychology,
City University London, and a
founder member of the London
School of Philosophy.
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